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Introduction
There is a widespread fear in the developed world that domestic jobs are endangered by offshoring to lowwage countries. A popular narrative suggests that these anxieties played a decisive role in the US presidential elections of 2016. 1 More generally, the increasing public concern about offshoring is evidenced by the rising media attention to this topic over time, as documented by Amiti and Wei (2005) and Mankiw and Swagel (2006) for the UK and the US. In Germany, offshoring has been found to increase job loss fears, particularly among high-skilled workers (Geishecker et al., 2012) . These workers may indeed be threatened by a 'new wave' of offshoring in services (Bardhan and Kroll, 2003) that has been triggered by groundbreaking innovations in information and communication technologies (ICT) over the past decades. The spread of portable computers, broadband internet, and the smartphone has made services tradable globally that could only be delivered locally before. As a consequence, the share of service trade in world GDP has doubled from around 3% to 6% between 1985 and 2007. 2 Since jobs in the newly tradable commercial services are typically skill-intensive and high-paying (Jensen, 2008) , the question arises: Are these 'good' domestic jobs lost due to service offshoring?
In theory, the employment effects of offshoring are not as clear-cut as one might expect. While the relocation itself obviously reduces domestic employment, the associated cost savings entail a productivity effect that can help offshoring firms to expand their output, which ameliorates the job losses and might even turn them into job creation. The seminal 'trade in tasks' model by Grossman and Rossi-Hansberg (2008) , formalizing these ideas, has typically been applied to offshoring of manufactured inputs, but similar effects can be expected for services. 3 The ambiguous theoretical predictions call for an empirical investigation into the employment effects of service offshoring.
The lack of appropriate micro data on service offshoring firms has severely restricted empirical investigations in the past, as establishing causality is difficult at the industry level. Only recently, firm-level data on service trade have become available and opened the door to a more rigorous causal analysis. Such a firmlevel analysis can build on recent extensions of the trade in tasks model that show how the relocation and productivity effects of offshoring vary across heterogeneous firms. 4 However, the same models also predict that larger and more productive firms are more active in offshoring, raising an important endogeneity issue that needs to be addressed empirically. This paper's goal is to estimate the causal effects of service offshoring on firm employment in Germany, the world's second largest importer of services. Service offshoring is measured by imports of tradable commercial services, reflecting the fact that the relocation of a required service to another country necessarily entails subsequent imports of that service. The paper builds on an exceptionally detailed panel dataset, covering almost the entire universe of German firms' service imports by partner countries and service types over the period from 2001 to 2013. These data are newly combined with firm-level employment and balance sheet information for the purpose of this analysis. The resulting firm panel provides an almost comprehen-sive picture of German service offshoring. I use it to investigate the firm-level employment effects of both new offshoring (the extensive margin) and changes in the volume of offshoring (the intensive margin). The analysis at the extensive margin implements a difference-in-differences matching approach, which compares employment changes in firms that start service offshoring to changes in a matched control group with similar initial conditions. To investigate the intensive margin, I instrument for service offshoring using firm-specific export supply shocks by partner countries and service types in fixed effects regressions. This instrumental variable (IV) strategy follows Hummels et al. (2014) , who use it to analyze offshoring of manufactured inputs by Danish firms. The IV exploits the fact that firms' importing behavior is highly firm-specific and stable over time. Holding the initial import mix of a firm constant, the time variation in its partner countries' exports to the rest of the world by service types is used as a revealed measure of changes in these countries' comparative advantage. The rationale behind this approach is that a German firm, which initially imports a given service from a given country, benefits disproportionately from an improvement in this country's comparative advantage in this particular service, and can thus expand its offshoring activities. The crucial assumption of the IV approach is that foreign exports to the rest of the world are uncorrelated with the German firm's employment growth, except through offshoring (conditional on the control variables, which include industry-year fixed effects). Under this exclusion restriction, it serves to identify the causal effect of service offshoring on firm employment.
The main findings are summarized as follows. Firms that start service offshoring for the first time experience non-negative employment effects, which are estimated to be small and not significantly different from the matched control groups in most years. More interestingly, the analysis at the intensive margin reveals that increased service offshoring has increased domestic employment in German firms over the years [2002] [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] [2008] [2009] [2010] [2011] [2012] [2013] . The estimated elasticity of 5.2-7.6% suggests that this effect is economically sizable, and the IV approach ensures that the positive effect is not driven by simultaneity or omitted variables. Instead, the two-stage least squares estimates can be interpreted as evidence for a cost savings effect from offshoring, which allows firms to expand and hire more workers. In line with this interpretation, service offshoring is found to boost firm output and total factor productivity. Moreover, the employment gains are greater in firms with higher initial levels of service offshoring. This pattern is fully in line with the working of the productivity effect in Grossman and Rossi-Hansberg (2008) and formally predicted by recent extensions of their model featuring firm heterogeneity (see in particular Egger et al., 2016) . Intuitively, if foreign services become cheaper, the firm can experience cost savings that tend to increase employment. However, these cost savings are zero for the first offshored worker, as they work only through the infra-marginal units, which have previously been offshored. Consequently, a firm that has previously offshored more services experiences greater cost savings, and hence more favorable employment effects. These predictions are borne out strongly in the data, suggesting that service offshoring entails substantial productivity effects that benefit domestic employment.
The analysis proceeds by digging deeper into the rich micro data to shed some light on three interesting features of the employment effects at the intensive margin of service offshoring. First, one might suspect that service imports reflect not only services that were previously conducted by the firm itself, but also those purchased from other German suppliers prior to offshoring. However, sample splits show that the employment effects are even more favorable in the service sector, where the phenomenon of domestic supplier substitution should be less relevant because firms engage in service activities themselves. Also, the positive effects are confirmed if service offshoring is measured relative to domestic purchases of services.
These findings suggest that domestic supplier substitution is not of primary relevance. Second, splitting up service imports by source country reveals that offshoring to non-OECD countries tends to yield stronger positive employment effects. This result is in line with the expectation that services provided by low-income countries are more complementary to domestic employment in German firms in terms of task and skill requirements. Third, since the combined dataset includes information on all sizeable foreign direct investment (FDI) links of German firms, it can be used to shed some first light on possible differences in the employment effects between intra-firm and arm's length service offshoring. The data show that potential intra-firm service offshoring (to countries and industries where a firm has an FDI link) also entails non-negative employment effects, but the relevance of this phenomenon is very limited. A set of robustness checks presented at the end shows that the positive employment effects of increased service offshoring are confirmed when (i) accounting for possible selection into the dataset or into the service offshoring activity, (ii) allowing for dynamics in employment in a difference GMM model, and (iii) applying several modifications to the IV strategy.
This paper contributes to the literature estimating the labor market effects of offshoring, pioneered by Feenstra and Hanson (1996a,b, 1999) . Focusing predominantly on the offshoring of manufactured inputs, numerous studies have applied their proxy for offshoring, which is based on industry-level imports and input-output tables, to the analysis of worker-level wages and employment. 5 The same approach has further been applied to the analysis of individual-level wages. 6 Recently, Hummels et al. (2014) have brought the analysis to firm-worker data for Denmark, which allows them to measure (and instrument for) offshoring using firm-level import data. An alternative firm-level approach has exploited the activities of multinational enterprises' foreign affiliates to measure offshoring. 7 Matching methods have been applied to analyze the employment effects at the extensive margin of offshoring by Monarch et al. (2017) , using firm offshoring events in the US, and by Moser et al. (2015) , exploiting qualitative information from an establishment-level survey in Germany. The majority of these studies find that offshoring of manufactured inputs has small adverse effects on low-skilled workers' domestic employment or wages. Amiti and Wei (2005, 2009a) were the first to apply the approach developed by Feenstra and Hanson to services. They analyze the relationship between employment and service offshoring at the industry level in the UK and the US, where they find mixed evidence and rather small correlations. Crinò (2010b Crinò ( , 2012 further investigates the relative employment effects across skill groups in the US and Europe. He finds that service offshoring favors high-skilled employment, similar to offshoring of manufactured inputs. 8 These findings are confirmed in worker-level wage data for the UK by Geishecker and Görg (2013) , who also rely on the industry-level service offshoring measure. The two studies most closely related to this paper are Crinò (2010a) and Hijzen et al. (2011) , who examine the link between service offshoring and firm-level employment. Crinò (2010a) applies matching methods to a cross-section of Italian firms to investigate the employment effects at the extensive margin of service offshoring, which turn out to be insignificant as in this paper. While he compares firms that import services to those that do not, the German firm panel data allow me to extend this approach to a difference-in-differences setup, which examines changes in employment in firms that start importing services, thereby controlling for time-invariant confounding factors. Hijzen et al. (2011) use detailed import data for the UK to show that increasing service offshoring coincides with higher employment growth. However, their approach does not address the likely endogeneity of offshoring, so they conclude that the positive correlation may be explained either by efficiency gains from offshoring or by simultaneity. This paper applies an IV strategy to eliminate the second possibility, and thus provides first causal evidence for the firm-level employment gains from increased service offshoring. This paper contributes more generally to the literature analyzing service trade (surveyed by Francois and Hoekman, 2010) , which is small compared to the abundance of research on goods trade. A distinguishing feature is the intangible and non-storable nature of services, which traditionally could be delivered only face to face (Hill, 1977) . By relaxing this requirement, advancements in ICT have contributed to a steep decline of international trade costs for many services over the past decades (see Hoekman and Braga, 1997; Freund and Weinhold, 2002) . Despite the differences to goods trade, previous studies found that aggregate service trade is well explained by the traditional gravity equation (Kimura and Lee, 2006; Head et al., 2009 ). It was not until recent years that firm-level service trade data have become available, which have uncovered that service-trading firms are a small group, with a similar and even more pronounced heterogeneity in terms of performance than found for goods traders (see most prominently Breinlich and Criscuolo, 2011 , for the UK). 9 The key advantage of the dataset used in this paper relative to previous studies is that it combines (close to) full coverage of German firms' service trade with information on firm employment and other key characteristics, which allows for a comprehensive causal analysis.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the rich micro dataset of German firms' service trade compiled for this study. Section 3 describes the within-firm correlations between employment and service offshoring found in simple OLS estimations. Section 4 introduces propensity score matching to scrutinize the employment effects at the extensive margin of offshoring. Section 5 develops the IV strategy and uses it to investigate the employment effects at the intensive margin of service offshoring. The final section concludes with a brief discussion of the findings and their implications.
Data

Data sources
The panel dataset of German firms used in this paper combines information from three sources: the Statistics on International Trade in Services (SITS), the Corporate Balance Sheet Statistics (USTAN), and the Microdatabase Direct Investment (MiDi). These confidential micro datasets are provided by the Research Data and Service Centre (RDSC) of the Deutsche Bundesbank (the German central bank) on site for research purposes. Only recently, these datasets have been linked at the RDSC, and this paper is among the first to exploit information combined from all three sources. 10 This link is essential for the paper's objective because SITS does not contain information on firm employment, which is hence taken from USTAN and MiDi (see Section 2.2 on how the data are combined).
The Statistics on International Trade in Services (SITS, Biewen et al., 2013) provides highly detailed 9 Similar patterns have been documented by Ariu (2016) for Belgium, Federico and Tosti (2016) for Italy, Gaulier et al. (2010) for France, Kelle and Kleinert (2010) for Germany (using the same service trade data as this paper), Morikawa (2015) for Japan, Wolfmayr et al. (2013) for Austria, and Damijan et al. (2015) for four other European countries. 10 MiDi has previously been used in combination with USTAN (e.g. by Jäckle and Wamser, 2010; Muendler and Becker, 2010) , or in combination with SITS (Biewen et al., 2012) . Eppinger (2014) provides first explorations of a dataset linking all three sources. panel data on imports and exports of services by firm, month, partner country, and service category for around 22,000-26,000 firms over the years 2001-2013 (a full list of all countries and service categories is provided in the documentation). Service trade flows are defined as transactions between German residents and non-residents, which correspond to the modes 1 (cross-border trade), 2 (consumption abroad), and 4 (presence of natural persons) according to the WTO's General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS).
Transactions via commercial presence (GATS mode 3), such as purchases by foreign affiliates, are not included in this definition, which is ideal given the paper's focus on domestic employment effects. The data contain the universe of German firms' service trade for all transactions exceeding the reporting threshold of e 12,500. The high level of detail and the comprehensive coverage of these data make them uniquely suited to address the research question posed in this paper. These features represent key advantages over the vast majority of firm-level service trade data previously used in the literature, which are based on firm surveys. 11 In particular, the SITS data allow me to construct a firm-specific instrument for service offshoring (see Section 5.1). The analysis in this paper focuses on tradable commercial services, which are typically the subject of the offshoring debate. Therefore, it excludes all service trade classified as government services, incidental payments, private transfers, royalties and license fees, as well as travel and transport services. 12 Any references to total service imports throughout the paper refer to these tradable commercial services. In anticipation of the IV strategy, the remaining service categories are grouped into ten service types -such as communications, engineering, or research and development services -according to Table A .1, which broadly follows Biewen et al. (2013) . The SITS are also aggregated over months to combine them with the other annual datasets.
Information on firm employment comes from two data sources. The first is the German Corporate Balance Sheet Statistics (USTAN, see Deutsche Bundesbank, 1998; Stöss, 2001 ). This dataset contains detailed balance sheets and income statements of a large number of non-financial German firms. Crucially for this paper, it includes information on the number of employees. The USTAN data are collected by the Deutsche Bundesbank for the purpose of credit assessments. The balance sheet data are used and carefully validated by central bank staff to assess the value of securitized, non-marketable claims or bills of exchange, which are presented as collateral to the central bank by commercial banks. The analysis excludes all consolidated balance sheets pertaining to corporations, as well as balance sheets referring to a short fiscal year. The full USTAN dataset used in this paper covers the years 1999-2013 and includes around 22,000-29,000 firms per year during the main period of analysis, 2002-2013.
The second source of employment data is the Microdatabase Direct Investment (MiDi, see Lipponer, 2011; Schild and Walter, 2017) , which contains information on all German firms with inward or outward stocks of Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) above a reporting threshold. This threshold has been unchanged since 2002 at a minimum of 10% shares or voting rights in an affiliate with a balance sheet total exceeding e 3 million. Most importantly in the context of this paper, MiDi contains information on the number of employees and turnover for all firms involved in FDI, i.e., each multinational enterprise (MNE) and each foreign-invested enterprise (FIE) in Germany. The bulk of information contained in MiDi serves to provide a detailed picture of German firms' FDI links, including information on the country and industry of their foreign affiliates or investors. These data are exploited in this paper to identify German firms which have a related party in the country and industry to which they offshore services.
Bilateral data on international trade in services across country pairs, required to construct the IV (in Section 5.1), is taken from the UN Comtrade database. 13 Since information is frequently missing at more disaggregate levels, I use service trade data for a set of service codes corresponding largely to the first level of the Extended Balance of Payments Services (EBOPS) 2002 classification. The EBOPS codes are matched to the service types in the SITS data according to the correspondence reported in Table A.1.
Data preparation
The three micro-level datasets are combined via firm identification numbers, which are identical in SITS and MiDi. They are matched to USTAN via a correspondence table provided by the Deutsche Bundesbank (see Schild et al., 2017) , resulting in the new combined dataset. Since USTAN does not cover the full population of German firms, and since by far not all firms are involved in service trade or FDI, the three data sources overlap only imperfectly. Nevertheless, the combined sample for which data on both firm employment and service imports are available (around 57,000 firms per year) includes on average 80% of the total service import value reported in SITS in a given year. This impressive coverage is due to the fact that the (almost fully covered) MNEs and FIEs in MiDi as well as the firms reporting to USTAN tend to be large compared to the average firm and hence account for a disproportionate share of total service imports. They also make up on average 25% of aggregate employment and 53% of aggregate turnover in the underlying non-financial private business sector per year. 14 Overall, the newly combined dataset provides an almost comprehensive picture of German firms' service offshoring activities and the firms in this dataset employ a substantial share of the entire German labor force.
Since SITS covers the entire universe of German firms' service trade (above a low reporting threshold), firms from USTAN and MiDi that do not show up in SITS have negligible service imports and exports, which can hence be set to zero. Similarly, one can be sure that a firm in USTAN or SITS is not involved in any economically significant inward or outward FDI if it does not report to MiDi.
Information on firm employment, the key outcome variable analyzed in this paper, is taken from either USTAN or MiDi, with preference given to the former data source, as it also contains the balance sheet information used to construct additional control variables in the empirical analysis. Due to the importance of firm employment, I implement a number of consistency checks to validate this variable and eliminate potential outliers, as described in Appendix A.2.
Two important variables, which are not readily observable in the data but required for parts of the empirical analysis, are physical capital stocks and total factor productivity (TFP). Physical capital stocks are constructed by the perpetual inventory method, closely following the procedure applied by Bachmann and Bayer (2014) to the USTAN data, which is outlined in Appendix A.3.
Firm productivity has been established in both theoretical and empirical work as an important determinant of firms' offshoring activities and their effects for firm employment (see Antràs and Helpman, 2004; Egger et al., 2015; Kohler and Smolka, 2014) . Labor productivity (LP), defined as real value added over employment, 15 will be used as a simple proxy, but a more comprehensive and hence preferable measure of productivity is TFP. Since TFP is unobserved, it is estimated as the residual from industry-specific value added production functions. The estimation procedure implemented in this paper, described in Appendix A.4, resolves the well-known endogeneity issues by applying the estimator suggested by Ackerberg et al. (2015) , building on the approach developed by Olley and Pakes (1996) and Levinsohn and Petrin (2003) .
Stylized facts about the micro-structure of service offshoring
The subsequent analysis of correlations (in Section 3.2) and employment effects at the extensive margin of service offshoring (in Section 4) draws on the entire combined firm dataset whenever possible, subject to the availability of control variables and other required information. For the main analysis of employment effects at the intensive margin of service offshoring (in Section 5), the sample needs to be restricted to firms with positive service imports and employment information observed in several years over the period 2002-2013. The reason is that the identification strategy, which will be described in detail in Section 5.1, relies on time variation in imports. It further depends on the availability of aggregate service trade data from Comtrade, which reduces the estimation sample slightly. Since the main focus of the empirical analysis is on changes at the intensive margin, the full estimation sample used for this analysis (corresponding to the estimates reported in column 1 of Table 4) is described in more detail in this section.
The full estimation sample contains 7,100 firms (around 3,400 per year), which account on average for 71% of total service imports in SITS per year. Even though the number of firms in this sample is small compared to the original data sources, they account for the bulk of all service offshoring and around half of the aggregate employment and turnover in the combined USTAN and MiDi datasets. Hence, continuous service importers represent around 11% of aggregate employment and 25% of aggregate turnover in the German non-financial private business sector. These numbers are even higher in the manufacturing sector, where the full estimation sample accounts for 21% of aggregate employment and 27% of aggregate turnover (due to a higher coverage rate of USTAN). Table 1 provides summary statistics of several key variables in the USTAN and SITS samples as well as the full estimation sample. The combined dataset created for this paper provides the first opportunity to examine the characteristics of German service importers compared to other firms. As pointed out by Kelle and Kleinert (2010) , German firms from all sectors are engaged in importing and exporting services.
These service importers are a small group, among which import volumes are heavily concentrated in even fewer firms, as the numbers cited in the previous paragraph suggest. This heterogeneity is also visible in several dimensions of firm size and performance. By comparing the USTAN sample with the subset of SITS for which additional firm information is available from the other sources, it can be seen that service importers are larger in terms of employment, capital stocks, and turnover; they pay higher wages, are more productive (in terms of LP) and more profitable (in terms of accounting profits) than other firms in USTAN.
Furthermore, the table suggests that firms included in the estimation sample are even larger on average in terms of employment and turnover, which seems plausible since these firms are successfully offshoring services over several years. This fact can rationalize why the firms in the estimation sample account for the bulk of total service imports, as discussed in the previous paragraph.
The data further reveal that the service importing structure is highly firm-specific and stable over time within firms, two features that are important for the IV approach. Out of the possible 2,450 country-service type combinations, positive imports are observed for 2,030 combinations in the full estimation sample.
The median firm in this sample imports ten different country-service type combinations. These import choices vary substantially across firms, such that only a small number of country-service type combinations feature positive imports from many firms. 16 For instance, only six firms report positive imports for the median country-service type combination in 2007, the middle of the sample period. This fact illustrates that typically very few firms share the same service offshoring strategy. Instead, the importing structure is highly firm-specific, presumably driven by the specific needs of individual firms. As noted by Hummels et al. (2014) in the context of goods trade, the importing structure varies substantially across firms even within narrowly defined industries. This observation casts doubt on the standard approach in the offshoring literature, which applies the same input coefficients to all firms in an industry based on aggregate inputoutput tables. The German data reveal that this concern applies also to service trade, calling for a firm-level approach to measuring (and instrumenting) service offshoring, as the one pursued in this paper.
To illustrate the stability of firms' importing structure over time, I compute the share of the total service import value in the full estimation sample that is accounted for by the firm-country-service type combinations that are observed in the first importing year for each firm. 17 The data show that these firm-countryservice type combinations from the first year account for 57% of the total service import value in the full estimation sample of all subsequent years. For the average firm in the estimation sample, these initial country-service type combinations even amount to 73% of their total import value. This observation reflects a high degree of persistence in the firms' service importing structure over time, which is comparable to the persistence observed in Danish goods trade (Hummels et al., 2014) . These features of the data allow me to hold the initial import shares by country and service type constant when instrumenting for the intensive margin of service offshoring in the empirical analysis. Despite the stable importing structure, there is also 3 Econometric model and within-firm correlations
Econometric model
To investigate the relationship between service offshoring activities and employment of firm i, active in industry j and year t, the following econometric model is specified:
where the key explanatory variable service offshoring i,t represents either a dummy variable indicating positive service imports (for the analysis at the extensive margin of offshoring), or the logarithm of the value of service imports ln service imports i,t (for the intensive margin), or alternative measures of service offshoring that will be introduced throughout the analysis. Firm employment is the main dependent variable of interest in this paper. Yet, other firm performance measures will also be considered as alternative dependent variables in equation (1). The main parameter of interest is , the partial effect of service offshoring on firm employment.
Importantly, equation (1) includes firm fixed effects ↵ i , which absorb any time-invariant components of the firm's market environment and geographic location, its productivity, size, ownership structure, and other firm characteristics. In addition, the industry-year fixed effects ↵ j,t absorb any shocks to demand, factor markets, or technology that are common to all firms in an industry. The equation further includes the following firm-level control variables X i,t 1 lagged by one year (with associated coefficients '): dummy variables indicating whether the firm is a service exporter, an MNE, or an FIE (both defined by the MiDi thresholds, see Section 2.1), as well as ln turnover.
Equation (1) is the firm-level analogue to the employment equations estimated by Amiti and Wei (2005, 2009a) . 18 It can be derived as a conditional labor demand function from a standard cost minimization problem of the firm (see e.g. Hamermesh, 1993) . For this purpose, it is assumed that wages are exogenous to firms and absorbed by industry-year fixed effects. This assumption is innocuous to the extent that wages are set at the industry level by unions, which play an important role in the German labor market. Nevertheless, it is relaxed in a robustness check in Section 5.7.
OLS regressions would yield consistent estimates of only under the strong assumption that the error term " i,t in equation (1) is uncorrelated with service offshoring (and the other explanatory variables), e.g. because it is due to random measurement error. While Section 3.2 does examine OLS estimates of , I
abstain from making this assumption, as it seems unlikely to hold in practice. In particular, the alternative measures of service offshoring i,t may be correlated with the error term due to the simultaneity of employment and offshoring decisions, both of which are affected by output demand, technology, and labor supply shocks. Therefore, the OLS estimates presented below are interpreted as conditional correlations and causal analysis is relegated to Sections 4 and 5. 18 In contrast to their approach of first-differencing, I prefer to estimate the equation using the within transformation to consider also medium-term employment effects, maintain a larger sample, and facilitate the analysis of interaction effects below. A firstdifferenced version of equation (1) is considered in Section 5.6. Table 2 demonstrates that various measures of service offshoring activity are positively correlated with employment and other dimensions of performance in German firms. It reports the estimated conditional correlations between various firm variables, indicated in the header (all in logs), and several alternative measures for service offshoring, indicated in each row. Each cell reports an estimate of based on a different variant of the within-transformed equation (1). 19 The estimate shown in the top cell in column 1 examines the correlation of employment with the firm extensive margin of service offshoring, as measured by the service importer dummy. The FE estimate suggests that firms do not experience a significant increase or decrease in terms of employment as they start (or stop) service offshoring. There is also no significant correlation of the wage per employee with the importer dummy (see column 2). However, the remaining estimates reported in the first row (columns 3-6) show that service offshoring firms are larger in terms of output, more productive as measured by TFP, and more profitable (in terms of real accounting profits) than non-offshoring firms. These findings extend the results of Breinlich and Criscuolo (2011) , who have estimated performance 'premia' of service importers in similar regressions using cross-sectional variation across UK firms. Table 2 reveals that these performance differences in terms of output and productivity are significant (though much smaller) even when identified from time variation within firms in Germany. The second, third, and fourth row of Table 2 extend the analysis by considering several within-firm extensive margins of service offshoring as explanatory variables in equation (1). They examine one by one the correlations of firm performance with the number of source countries, service types, and countryservice type combinations in which positive service imports are observed. The estimates reveal that firms which start offshoring to another country, or those adding another service type or another country-service type combination to their offshoring activities, become larger in terms of output and employment, more productive in terms of TFP, and more profitable. Plausibly, the correlations are higher at the levels of service types or countries compared to the more disaggregate country-service type combinations. The estimates suggest that, for example, a firm experiences larger performance changes if it starts offshoring IT services for the first time (to any country), compared to the situation in which it is already importing IT services from one country (e.g. India) and starts to import them additionally from another country (e.g. China). The correlations with wages and LP are very small and insignificant throughout.
Within-firm correlations
The intensive margin of service offshoring is examined in in the fifth row of Table 2 , which uses ln service imports as an explanatory variable. Note that the requirement of positive imports in at least two years reduces the sample substantially compared to the full sample of USTAN and MiDi firms that was used to examine the firm extensive margin. The estimate reported in column 1 suggests that an increase in service imports by 10% coincides on average with a small increase in employment by 0.252%. The estimated coefficient is insignificant in the wage regression, while output, productivity, and profits are positively correlated with the intensive margin of offshoring. The sixth row applies an alternative, narrow definition of offshoring by focusing on imports in the service type that corresponds to the firm's own 2-digit NACE Rev. 1.1 industry code (similar to the narrow measure by Feenstra and Hanson, 1999) . Since only firms in the service sector can have positive values of narrow offshoring, the sample is drastically reduced. The estimated correlations with narrow offshoring are positive for employment and output, but insignificant for all other performance variables.
Due to the endogeneity issues discussed in Section 3.1, the OLS estimates in Table 2 cannot be interpreted as causal effects of offshoring. In particular, the positive estimates for employment and output may reflect a positive efficiency gain from offshoring, but they could also be driven by demand shocks or productivity shocks inducing simultaneity bias. These issues are addressed in detail in the next sections. First, Section 4 scrutinizes the effect of starting service offshoring (the firm-level extensive margin) on employment through matching methods. Second, Section 5 investigates the employment effect of increasing service offshoring (the intensive margin) through an IV.
4 Employment effects at the extensive margin of service offshoring 4.1 Combining difference-in-differences and propensity score matching
In order to estimate the employment effect at the extensive margin of service offshoring, this section adopts a difference in differences (DiD) propensity score matching (PSM) approach. This approach compares the employment changes in offshoring firms to those in a suitably defined control group of non-offshoring firms.
Formally, I am interested in the average effect of starting service offshoring on the employment of offshoring firms, i.e., the average treatment effect on the treated (ATT):
In this equation,
ln employment o,i,t 1 denotes the relative change in employment of firm i with offshoring status o = {0, 1} between the pre-treatment year t 1 and year t 1 + ⌧ . The treatment variable O i,t is an indicator for offshoring firms that start to import services in year t for the first time (within the sample period [2001] [2002] [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] [2008] [2009] [2010] [2011] [2012] [2013] . The ATT in equation (2) is estimated for three different time horizons. In the first specification, I set ⌧ = 1 to examine the immediate employment effect in the first offshoring year. Since domestic employment may need time to adjust, I examine also the medium-term effects after two and five years (⌧ = 2, 5). The latter two exercises adopt the convention that a firm is classified as offshoring only if it continues to import services in two (five) consecutive years.
The obvious challenge in estimating the ATT in equation (2) is that the employment changes of an offshoring firm i are observed only for the situation in which it is offshoring ( ⌧,t L 1,i ), but not for the counterfactual situation in which it is not offshoring ( ⌧,t L 0,i ). One way to address this challenge is by using the employment changes of a suitable control group to impute the counterfactual employment changes of the offshoring firms. As a potential control group, I consider all firms which have not previously imported any services within the sample period and do not start offshoring in the same year. However, some of these non-offshoring firms differ in important ways from the treated firms and may hence not be suitable to estimate ⌧,t L 0,i . To illustrate these differences, Figure 1 shows the evolution of average employment over time in unmatched samples of offshoring and non-offshoring firms for four exemplary configurations of treatment and control groups. The graphs on the left examine firms that start service offshoring in 2006 (compared to those that do not), while the graphs on the right consider the starting year 2010. The top graphs only restrict the sample to those firms that did not import services before, and the bottom graphs additionally require that offshorers consecutively import services for at least two years. It is apparent from all four configurations that service offshoring firms are larger in terms of employment throughout the observation period, including the years before they start offshoring. 20 This pattern may be explained by the fact that larger firms self-select into offshoring, for instance, because they are more productive and hence better able to cover the associated fixed costs (see e.g. Antràs and Helpman, 2004) . Also, there seems to be a small positive deviation from the trend for offshoring firms in the year in which they start importing services, in particular for those starting to offshore in 2010. However, these observations are merely indicative and may be confounded relative to the true ATTs by a variety of factors, e.g. if the size differences across offshoring and non-offshoring firms discussed above have dynamic implications.
To provide a more complete and rigorous assessment of the ATT, I implement propensity score matching (PSM). The idea behind PSM is to determine a control group of firms that are as comparable as possible to the treated firms based on a set of observed covariates M i,t 1 . In their seminal work, Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983) show that this objective can be achieved by matching observations based on the treatment probability predicted by M i,t 1 , the propensity score p i,t ⌘ P r(O i,t = 1|M i,t 1 ). This approach allows for consistently estimating the ATT under three assumptions. First, the 'conditional mean independence' assumption requires that the average outcome (in the present application, the change in employment) is independent of the treatment conditional on the covariates, which is formally stated as
Loosely speaking, this assumption is fulfilled if on average the observed pre-treatment characteristics M i,t 1 account also for unobserved factors that influence selection into treatment. While standard in the matching context, the conditional mean independence assumption is crucial for identification and fundamentally untestable. However, covariate balancing tests discussed below provide reassuring evidence that the PSM approach successfully accounts for differences between treated and untreated firms. Second, the 'stable unit treatment value' assumption requires that the treatment affects all treated firms similarly and does not affect the non-treated firms. Arguably, this assump- characteristics measured in the pre-treatment year t 1: dummy variables indicating whether the firm is a service exporter, an MNE, or a FIE, as well as log values of the firm's turnover, employment, and average wage per employee. This choice is the result of solving a trade-off between data availability and match quality, and it resembles the sets of covariates used in the previous matching literature on offshoring (Crinò, 2010a; Monarch et al., 2017; Moser et al., 2015) . Also, the main conclusions obtained below are insensitive to small variations in this set. The logit regressions reveal that the preferred covariates are individually significant predictors of treatment in most years and jointly yield a pseudo R 2 of around 18% on average.
Several alternative matching algorithms may be used in combination with the estimated propensity score to construct an appropriate counterfactual. In my preferred specification, I employ the kernel-based matching estimator proposed by Heckman et al. (1997) , so the ATT is formally computed as:
where N t denotes the number of offshoring (treated) firms in year t, and w(p i,t , p j,t ) is the weight of each matched firm j from the control group J i,t :
The preferred specification uses an Epanechnikov kernel function K[·] and a bandwidth b = 0.01, so J i,t is defined as the set of all non-offshoring firms j for which |p i,t p j,t | < 0.01. This matching algorithm is chosen because it proves to be superior to several alternative procedures in terms of the subsequent covariate balancing tests (discussed below). The DiD PSM estimator in equation (3) effectively compares employment changes in offshoring firms to the weighted average of employment changes of multiple firms in the control group, where the narrow bandwidth ensures that only very similar firms are included in the control group, and the kernel function ensures that the most similar firms receive the highest weights. The matching procedure is implemented using the Stata command psmatch2 (Leuven and Sianesi, 2003) and standard errors are bootstrapped based on 200 replications. 23 Note that there is a crucial difference between the DiD PSM estimator employed in this paper and cross-sectional matching estimators, previously used for instance by Crinò (2010a) in the context of service offshoring. Crinò (2010a) uses PSM to compare employment levels across firms that import services and those that do not in a single cross-section. By contrast, this paper defines offshorers as firms that start importing services and exploits time variation within firms to identify the employment effects. Thereby, the DiD PSM estimator accounts for time-invariant unobservable firm characteristics and is hence superior to simple cross-sectional matching approaches (see Heckman et al., 1997; Smith and Todd, 2005) . Furthermore, the panel data at hand allow for distinguishing the immediate impact of service offshoring from medium-term changes to shed some light on the persistence of the employment effects.
Employment effects of starting service offshoring
The results of implementing the DiD PSM procedure year by year are summarized in Table 3 . Panel A reports the immediate ATT of service offshoring on firm employment in the first offshoring year. Panels B and C consider the medium-term effects in firms that start and consecutively offshore services over two and five years, respectively. The estimated ATTs fluctuate around zero and are never significantly negative.
Instead, firms starting to offshore in the years 2005, 2006 , and 2010 even increase their employment significantly compared to the matched control group in their first offshoring year. These positive ATTs are also confirmed over the medium term for firms that consecutively offshore for at least two years. For the small set of firms that starts and consecutively offshores for five years, the estimated ATTs tend to be positive over this time horizon. However, the effects are only significant for firms that start offshoring in 2003 or 2006. Overall, the estimated ATTs in Table 3 are rather unstable and insignificant in the majority of years. Hence, these findings are best summarized as evidence for non-negative employment effects at the extensive margin of service offshoring. The covariate balancing tests reported at the bottom of each panel suggest that the PSM procedure is very effective at making the treated and control groups comparable. For the immediate and two-year effects in panels A and B, the medium absolute bias reduction (MABR) in terms of the pre-treatment matching variables is 85-97%. Also, logit regressions of the estimated propensity score on the matching variables yield pseudo R 2 values in the range of 0.001-0.008. For the rather small set of firms in the bottom panel, the same tests indicate a lower, though satisfactory match quality with a MABR of 64% and a pseudo R 2 of 0.039 on average. Overall, the PSM seems to successfully account for observable pre-treatment differences in the matching covariates. To the extent that these covariates also account for unobserved heterogeneity, the DiD PSM estimator can serve to identify the ATTs.
Since a variety of alternative matching algorithms and potential covariates are available, I explore the sensitivity of my results to these choices in robustness checks (which are not reported to save space). The estimated ATTs are almost identical for radius matching (with a caliper of 0.01), and they have very similar magnitudes for single nearest-neighbor matching (without caliper). I have also experimented with varying the set of matching covariates by excluding lagged employment or wages, or by adding the lagged change in employment. Such variations slightly reduce the match quality (in terms of the MABR), but leave the main conclusions largely unchanged. All of these robustness checks confirm the main insight from Table 3: The employment effects at the extensive margin of service offshoring are non-negative within German firms and may even be positive in some years.
5 Employment effects at the intensive margin of service offshoring
Identification through instrumental variable
Estimates of equation (1) by OLS to investigate the intensive margin of service offshoring (as shown in Table 2 ) may be subject to bias from (at least) three sources. First, any firm-specific productivity or output demand shock that is not captured by the industry-year fixed effects can be expected to bias the estimate of upward due to simultaneity. The reason is that firms which get more productive or face increasing demand should both grow larger in terms of output and employment and find it easier to overcome the costs associated with offshoring (see, e.g. Egger et al., 2016; Sethupathy, 2013) . Second, it can be expected that firm-specific (or regional) labor supply shocks bias the estimate of downward. To see this, consider a positive shock to labor supply, e.g. due to the moderate negotiation strategy of a firm-level union that demands rather low wages. This increases firm-level employment and simultaneously discourages offshoring, which is ultimately motivated by international wage differences. The result is a downward bias in . Third, the value of imports is an imperfect proxy for the amount of service offshoring, and this measurement error leads to attenuation bias towards zero as long as it is not systematic. While the net direction and magnitude of these combined biases is a priori not clear, they all seem to be of first-order relevance.
In order to address the aforementioned endogeneity issues, I exploit world export supply (WES) by the firms' trading partners as an IV for the intensive margin of service offshoring. More precisely, the IV is the firm-specific mix of countries' export supply to the rest of the world by service type. Intuitively, a
German firm importing a given service from a given partner country benefits disproportionately from an improvement in this country's comparative advantage, reflected in its growing exports of this service. Thus, the firm can respond to the positive supply shock by increasing its amount of service offshoring. Arguably, the service exports of foreign countries to the rest of the world have no other direct or indirect effect on firm-level employment, nor are they affected by the German firm itself or by other determinants of the firm's employment decision (conditional on the control variables, which include industry-year fixed effects).
Based on this exclusion restriction, WES can be used to instrument for service imports in equation (1). This idea was first proposed by Hummels et al. (2014) for Danish firms' goods trade, and I closely follow their approach in constructing the IV for German firms' service trade. 24 The availability of international data on bilateral service trade imposes a constraint on the level of disaggregation at which the IV can be constructed (see Section 2.1). As a result, the IV exploits variation in service exports from 233 partner countries (or territories) across ten service types over twelve years.
The firm-specific and time-varying instrument IV i,t is computed as the following weighted sum:
where world export supply W ES c,s,t is the export supply by country c of service type s in year t to all countries in the world except Germany. The weights are firm-level import shares s i,c,s,0 , defined as the firm's share of imports by country and service type in its total service imports in year t = 0, which indicates the first year in which positive service imports by the firm are observed. The first year is 2001 for the majority of all firms in the estimation sample, but it is a later year for firms that started to import during the sample period. All of the observations from t = 0 form the pre-sample, which is subsequently omitted in all estimations. As demonstrated in Section 2.3, German firms' service importing structure is very specific and stable over time. The fact that very few firms share the same service import mix ensures that there is substantial firm-level variation in the IV, even though W ES c,s,t by itself is not firm-specific. The stability of the importing structure further allows me to hold the import shares fixed at their pre-sample values, thereby avoiding a potential endogeneity issue due to adjustments in these shares over time. Following Hummels et al. (2014) , the first-stage estimation uses a log-log specification, regressing ln service imports i,t on ln IV i,t . (1), instrumenting for service offshoring by world export supply as described in Section 5.1. The first column considers the full available estimation sample of firms importing services in multiple years. In this sample, the instrumented service offshoring is estimated to increase firm-level employment by an elasticity of 7.6%, which is statistically significant at the 1% level.
Employment effects of increasing service offshoring
This positive estimate provides evidence for efficiency gains from service offshoring that lead to firm-level employment gains. These gains are also economically significant. The estimate suggests that an increase in service offshoring by 10% (or approximately e 2 million at the mean) would create around eight new jobs at an average firm in this sample, which has 1,000 employees.
The positive employment effect of service offshoring is confirmed in each of two subsamples defined by the source of the employment data -MiDi (column 2, comprising MNEs and FIEs) and USTAN (column 3).
The effect is larger in the sample of MNEs and FIEs compared to the USTAN sample, but it maintains its statistical significance and a similar magnitude in both subsamples. Restricting the sample to USTAN further allows me to include the following firm-level control variables that may affect employment (in column 4): a dummy variable indicating goods exporter status, the log of the physical capital stock, and the log of the real wage per employee, all lagged by one year. The estimated effect of service offshoring changes only slightly through the inclusion of these additional control variables and implies an elasticity of 5.2%. The subsequent analysis concentrates on the preferred specifications from columns 1 and 4 of Table 4 , with the former maximizing the sample size and the latter maximizing the set of relevant control variables.
In all of the 2SLS regressions, ln IV proves to be a strong instrument for ln service imports, as evidenced by the first-stage regression diagnostics in panel B of Table 4 . The instrument is a significant predictor of service offshoring in all samples, characterized by very high F-statistics and a partial R 2 of 12-14%, based on the variation within firms and within industry-years. Given the persistence of the firm-specific sourcing pattern, it is not surprising that the firm-specific export supply shocks reflected in the IV explain a substantial part of the time variation in service offshoring. 25 Hence, under the assumption that partner countries' world export supply is exogenous to employment in German firms, the 2SLS estimates can be interpreted as causal effects of increasing service offshoring. It is instructive to compare the 2SLS estimate of in the first column of Table 4 to the corresponding OLS estimate in the first column (row 5) of Table 2 . The 2SLS estimate is substantially greater, suggesting a downward bias in the OLS estimate. This finding may seem surprising to readers who expect a positive simultaneity bias arising from productivity or demand shocks, which would increase both offshoring 25 The strong first-stage results reported in Table 4 mirror the significant power of the instruments found by Hummels et al. (2014) even when they consider multiple interaction terms at the firm-worker level. The high F-statistics in my application accommodate any potential concerns related to weak instruments. capabilities and firm employment. Three considerations may reconcile the estimation results with these expectations. First, it seems plausible that firm fixed effects account well for inherent productivity differences and industry-year fixed effects capture output demand shocks to a large extent, so these sources of bias do not dominate in the OLS regression. Second, the apparent downward bias may be explained by labor supply shocks, which simultaneously boost employment and discourage offshoring, as discussed in Section 5.1. For instance, a firm-level union practicing wage moderation would maintain employment at a relatively high level and simultaneously reduce the incentive for offshoring. A regional migration inflow decreasing the wage in the local labor market would have similar effects. The negative correlation between service offshoring and employment implied by such labor supply shocks biases the OLS estimate of downward if they are not adequately controlled for. Third, given that the true employment effect is positive, any non-systematic measurement error in service offshoring implies attenuation bias that contributes to the downward bias. The IV approach can eliminate this downward bias, resulting in a larger 2SLS estimate for compared to the OLS regression.
The positive employment effects estimated in Table 4 extend and strengthen previous findings by Amiti and Wei (2005) and Hijzen et al. (2011) for the UK. In particular, Amiti and Wei (2005) uncover mostly positive correlations between service offshoring and employment at the industry level, and Hijzen et al. (2011) show that this positive correlation is remarkably robust at the firm level. The new results presented in Table 4 show that the employment effect of service offshoring is positive and significant in German firms when IV techniques are applied to resolve the obvious endogeneity issues. My findings indicate that the positive correlations of service offshoring and firm employment that can also be found in Germany (see Table 2 ) are not driven by confounding factors, but instead, they even seem to be smaller than the positive causal effects.
The 2SLS estimates suggest the conclusion that efficiency gains from service offshoring can indeed boost firm-level employment. These findings constitute novel firm-level evidence for the mechanism described as a productivity effect by Grossman and Rossi-Hansberg (2008) , which can rationalize employment gains due to cost savings from offshoring. The subsequent sections investigate this productivity effect as a source of the employment gains in more depth.
Effects on wages, output, and productivity
To better understand the changes that service offshoring triggers within the firm, this section investigates its impact on other firm outcomes. It considers the wage per employee, output, LP and TFP (all in real terms and in logs) as alternative dependent variables in equation (1), estimated with and without the additional firm-level control variables from column 4 of Table 4 . Table 5 summarizes the results of 2SLS estimations, in which ln service imports is instrumented by ln IV throughout.
How does service offshoring affect wages? In fact, a substantial part of the offshoring literature has concentrated on wage effects. On the one hand, one would expect the direct relocation effect to depress wages because it frees up domestic labor (Grossman and Rossi-Hansberg, 2008) . On the other hand, the average wage within the firm may be positively affected by the productivity effect, rent-sharing mechanisms (Sethupathy, 2013) , and compositional effects in the labor force. 26 The 2SLS wage regressions in the first two columns of Table 5 find none of these effects dominating, as the estimated coefficient is close to zero in both specifications. The data do not allow for rejecting the hypothesis of a zero effect of increased service offshoring on wages in German firms. This ambiguous result is not surprising in light of the different countervailing forces just discussed. In combination with the employment gains from Table 4 , these find- 26 Service offshoring has been found to increase the relative demand for high-skilled labor (Crinò, 2010b (Crinò, ,a, 2012 . ings suggest that service offshoring indeed benefits the overall domestic workforce within the firm, which experiences increased employment without wage cuts on average.
The analysis proceeds by investigating the output effect of service offshoring. A positive output effect is an important precondition for positive employment effects. The firm can be expected to hire more domestic labor only if the efficiency gains from service offshoring induce it to increase its optimal scale of production. Hence, if the productivity effect is responsible for the positive employment effect identified above, there should also be direct evidence for a positive impact of service offshoring on firm-level output.
The estimates reported in columns 3 and 4 of Table 5 confirm this expectation. Service offshoring significantly increases firm-level output, and the estimated output gains are substantial, implying an elasticity of 7.1-8.8%. To account for the fact that employment and output may be jointly driven by service offshoring, I
have also experimented with estimating the equations for employment and output jointly in three-stage least squares regressions, similar to the approach developed by Wright (2014) in the context of US industry-level offshoring. These (unreported) estimation results confirm the positive effects on both output end employment. The last four columns of Table 5 examine the effects of offshoring on productivity by using ln LP and ln T F P as alternative dependent variables in equation (1). For LP as a crude proxy for productivity, the estimated effect of service offshoring is insignificant, though the point estimates are positive in both specifications. Apparently, service offshoring increases both value added and employment, so the ratio between these two variables does not increase significantly. However, when considering estimated TFP as a more comprehensive measure of productivity, the 2SLS regressions uncover a significantly positive effect of service offshoring in both specifications (columns 7 and 8). These novel, firm-level results extend the existing evidence on a positive association between service offshoring and productivity that has been found in industry-level data by Amiti and Wei (2009b) for the US and by Crinò (2008) for Western Europe. In sum, Table 5 provides direct evidence for the fact that increased service offshoring raises firm output and productivity, which can rationalize the employment gains identified in the main analysis. Table 6 shows interesting patterns of firm heterogeneity, which support the view that the cost savings from offshoring are responsible for the firm-level employment growth. The employment effects are expected to increase in the initial scale of offshoring because the productivity effect works through the infra-marginal units already offshored. To see this, note that there will be no positive output effect on employment (but only a negative relocation effect) in a firm that starts to offshore the first job. By contrast, a firm that has already offshored some service activities experiences the beneficial productivity effect from further reductions in offshoring costs in all infra-marginal units that have already been offshored. Hence, a positive shock to offshoring should have more favorable employment effects in firms that have already offshored more service. This prediction follows intuitively from the original trade in tasks model by Grossman and Rossi-Hansberg (2008) , and it is formally derived in recent extensions of their model with heterogeneous firms by Egger et al. (2015 Egger et al. ( , 2016 .
Heterogeneous employment effects
Panel A of the table directly tests this prediction by considering interaction terms of offshoring with alternative measures of lagged offshoring. The first two columns show 2SLS estimates of equation (1), with and without additional firm-level control variables, adding the one-year lag of ln service imports and an interaction term of this lag with the contemporaneous ln service imports. Excluded instruments are ln IV and the interaction between ln IV and the lag of ln service imports. In both specifications, the interaction term is positive and (at least weakly) significant, substantiating the idea that the employment effects increase in the lagged level of service offshoring.
Columns 3 and 4 of panel A take a closer look at the distribution of initial service imports. For this purpose, I define four dummy variables indicating quartiles of the firm distribution of lagged imports (Q1 Q4 in the table), which are included and interacted with ln service imports. These interaction terms are instrumented by interactions of the quartile dummies with ln IV . The estimation results in the full sample reveal employment effects of service offshoring that are monotonically increasing in lagged offshoring. The specification with additional control variables shows no significant effect in the bottom quartile, positive effects of similar magnitude in the second and third quartiles, and the highest point estimate in the top quartile. In both specifications, the employment effect is significantly greater in the top compared to the bottom quartile by a factor of two to four. These estimates suggest that the employment effects of service offshoring are small at low initial levels of imports, and they increase in the value of services that have already been offshored. This is exactly the pattern expected based on the productivity effect of offshoring from the trade in tasks model. A higher initial level of offshoring implies greater cost saving and hence more beneficial employment effects from a positive shock to foreign service exports, as captured by the IV.
The estimates in columns 3 and 4 of panel A provide strong support for this theoretical prediction.
The fact that the estimated employment effects in column 4 of Table 6 are not strictly monotonic around the middle of the lagged service imports distribution raises the question of appropriate measurement. In particular, a given value of service imports may correspond to very different shares of employment in large compared to small firms. Hence, an alternative measure of lagged service imports scaled by firm size may be better able to capture a firm's initial exposure to offshoring cost shocks (and hence the relevance of the productivity effect). Columns 5 and 6 of panel A repeat the previous exercise, but in this case, the dummy variables Q1 Q4 distinguish quartiles of the distribution of lagged service imports turnover
. The resulting point estimates for the interaction terms increase monotonically in both specifications, with firms in higher quartiles experiencing greater employment gains from service offshoring. Note that the 2SLS estimates in columns 3-6 each require four first-stage regressions for the four endogenous interaction terms. Nevertheless, in all of these estimations, the instruments are strong as evidenced by high Wald rk F-statistics for the cluster-robust rank test proposed by Kleibergen and Paap (2006) , which seem reassuringly high compared to conventional thresholds for weak IV tests (see Stock and Yogo, 2005) , with the minor exception of column 4.
Panel B of Table 6 takes an alternative view on firm heterogeneity in the employment effect of offshoring by distinguishing firms in terms of their productivity. Firm productivity is the key determinant of (1) with ln employment as the dependent variable, including additional interaction terms as regressors. In panel A, Q1 Q4 denote dummy variables indicating quartiles of lagged service imports (columns 3-4) or of lagged service imports turnover (columns 5-6), respectively. In panel B, high productivity is a dummy variable indicating above-median LP (TFP) in columns 3-4 (columns 5-6). All regressions control for the basic set of lagged firm control variables and fixed effects by firm and by industry-year. The even columns further account for the additional firm-level control variables from column 4 of Table 4 . Standard errors reported in parentheses are robust to heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation within firms. Asterisks indicate significance levels: * p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. Source: RDSC of the Deutsche Bundesbank, SITS, MiDi, and USTAN, 2001-2013, own calculations. firms' offshoring activities in models featuring heterogeneous firms (such as Egger et al., 2016) . Since more productive firms engage more actively in offshoring, they can be expected to experience stronger productivity effects and hence greater employment gains by the same mechanism as discussed above. Panel B provides empirical evidence in line with this conjecture. The regressions presented here are based on equation (1) augmented by an interaction term between ln service imports and three alternative proxies for firm productivity (as well as the productivity variable itself). Both ln service imports and the interaction term are instrumented by ln IV and an interaction of ln IV with the same productivity variable.
Columns 1-2 of panel B start by differentiating the effects of service offshoring by labor productivity, continuously measured as the one-year lag of ln LP . The 2SLS regressions yield negative estimates of ln service imports and positive estimates of the interaction effect, which are however only significant after including additional control variables. These results indicate that the marginal effect of service offshoring is zero or even negative for very unproductive firms and increases in labor productivity. To allow for non-linear effects, I proceed by considering alternatively dummy variables indicating above-median productivity by industry and year in terms of LP (columns 3-4) or TFP (columns 5-6). For both measures, the interaction term of service offshoring with the high productivity dummy is always positive and (at least weakly) significant in both specifications of the 2SLS regression. The estimated interaction effects in columns 4-6 further suggest that the elasticity for firms with above-median productivity is more than twice as large compared to firms with a productivity below the industry median. As expected, more productive firms experience larger employment effects from service offshoring. The Kleibergen-Paap F-statistics well above the standard critical values indicate strong instruments in all regressions in panel B. Overall, the estimates presented in Table 6 describe an empirical pattern of firm heterogeneity that is fully in line with the employment effects being driven by the productivity effect of offshoring.
Deeper analysis of employment effects
This section provides deeper investigations into three interesting aspects of the employment effects at the intensive margin of service offshoring by further exploiting the rich available micro data. First, to shed some light on the role of supplier substitution in the domestic economy, the employment effects are distinguished by sector (services vs. other), and service imports are considered relative to total purchases (from domestic and foreign suppliers). Second, service offshoring is split up by OECD and non-OECD source countries to examine differences in offshoring to high-income vs. low-income countries. Third, the section analyzes specifically the service offshoring activities of firms with multinational investment links to characterize the effects of potential intra-firm service offshoring.
In principle, an increase in service imports may reflect one of three cases: It may (i) substitute for activities previously done within the firm, or (ii) substitute for activities previously purchased from other domestic suppliers, or (iii) constitute the purchase of a service that the firm did not use at all before. Since most firms' sourcing requirements are rather stable over time, as indicated by the persistent international sourcing patterns discussed in Section 2.3, the following argument abstracts from the third possibility. Among the other two cases, the first corresponds to a widespread understanding of service offshoring both in the general public and among economists, and may be called 'genuine offshoring'. The second case does not accord well with this common definition of offshoring, but may instead be labeled 'supplier substitution'. Since supplier substitution does not involve any relocation of tasks previously conducted in-house, there is no reason to believe that it should entail any negative employment effects within the firm, but instead jobs may be lost in other domestic firms. Supplier substitution may however have beneficial productivity effects within the firm similar to genuine offshoring, provided that the same services are delivered from abroad at a lower cost. Hence, the possibility that service imports reflect supplier substitution rather than genuine offhoring implies a risk of overstating the employment effects of genuine service offshoring, which is the main subject of this paper. While supplier substitution may be of interest in itself, the available data do not allow for a comprehensive assessment of its employment effects since domestic service providers cannot be identified.
However, information on firms' sector affiliations and their total purchases can be exploited to gauge the relevance of supplier substitution for the positive employment effects of service offshoring identified above.
Panel A of Table 7 uses firms' sector affiliations to provide indicative evidence that supplier substitution is not the driving force behind the positive employment effects. It starts by splitting the sample into firms in the primary and industrial sectors (columns 1 and 2) and those in the service sector (columns 3 and 4). Since service sector firms by definition deliver some services themselves, it seems more likely that their service imports substitute for activities that could in principle be delivered within the firm. Hence, in comparison to firms in the primary and industrial sectors, it seems likely that a larger part of service imports by service sector firms represents genuine offshoring. Furthermore, to the extent that genuine offshoring may have less favorable effects than supplier substitution, the estimated employment effect of service offshoring should be lower in service sector firms. In contrast to this logic, the sectoral sample split reveals that the employment effects are in fact greater for service sector firms compared to the primary and industrial sectors in both specifications. 27 While these sectoral differences may have a variety of explanations, they do not suggest that the employment effects of genuine offshoring are overstated due to supplier substitution.
The last two columns of panel A take the previous approach one step further by applying a narrow definition of offshoring along the lines of Feenstra and Hanson (1999) . As in the OLS regressions of Section 3.2, narrow offshoring is defined as imports in the service type corresponding to the firm's own industry. For instance, imports of IT services by a software firm qualify as narrow offshoring, but imports of IT services by a consultancy or a manufacturer do not. The idea behind this definition is that imports within the firm's own industry are more likely to represent activities that could be done by the firm itself, and hence reflect more narrowly the common understanding of genuine offshoring (rather than supplier substitution). As noted earlier, this approach reduces the estimation sample to the few service sector firms which import in several years the same type of service as they deliver. Interestingly, the estimated elasticity is even much higher for narrow offshoring (instrumented by ln IV ) compared to the broad definition in the largest available sample from MiDi and USTAN (column 5). The estimate is rendered insignificant and the IV is much weaker in the specification with additional firm control variables (column 6), however, the point estimate remains positive also in this small sample. These regressions reveal that even for a narrow definition of service offshoring the employment effects are non-negative.
Panel B presents an alternative approach to disentangling the effect of genuine service offshoring from that of supplier substitution. The regressions reported in the first four columns split the sample into firms that experienced a contemporaneous increase in their service import share, defined as the ratio of service imports over 'other operating charges', and those for which it decreased. The item 'other operating charges' from the firm's profit and loss account in USTAN includes (a large part of the) expenses on both domestic and foreign purchases of services. Hence, firms increasing their import share are likely to import services that they did not purchase domestically before, representing genuine offshoring. The estimates reported in columns 1 and 2 confirm that service offshoring had a significantly positive effect on employment in these firms. Columns 3 and 4 further reveal that higher service imports also increased employment in 27 This observation is in line with the correlation patterns found by Hijzen et al. (2011) across UK sectors.
firms with a contemporaneous decrease in their import shares, and the effect has a similar magnitude in such firms. These regressions reveal that service offshoring has boosted firm employment regardless of contemporaneous changes in domestic sourcing activities. The last two columns in panel B employ ln service import share as an explanatory variable (instrumented by ln IV ) in equation (1) and confirm the positive employment effects also for this relative service offshoring measure. Overall, the results in panels A and B suggest that supplier substitution effects cannot explain the key finding of employment gains from increased service offshoring.
Panel C of Table 7 investigates differences in the employment effects of service offshoring to different countries. Since the existing literature has found the employment and wage effects of offshoring in the US to differ between high-income and low-income source countries (Harrison and McMillan, 2011; Ebenstein et al., 2014) , imports are broadly split up into OECD and non-OECD countries. Since the other commercial services examined in this paper often involve high-skill intensive tasks, this analysis may reveal interesting differences compared to offshoring of manufactured inputs, which are typically thought of as low-skill intensive. The data show that the majority of service offshoring by German firms is to OECD countries, both in terms of the number of firms and in terms of the value of imports. This observation is not surprising given the high skill abundance of the European OECD member countries surrounding Germany and the fact that the gravity equation provides a good description of trade in services (Kimura and Lee, 2006) .
The analysis in panel C of the table starts by considering separately service imports from OECD (columns 1 and 2) and non-OECD countries (columns 3 and 4) as service offshoring variables in equation (1). Each of these endogenous variables is instrumented by an IV constructed as described in equation (4), including only trade with OECD or non-OECD partner countries c, respectively. The 2SLS estimates identify positive employment effects of offshoring to both country groups across all specifications.
They further suggest that offshoring to non-OECD countries benefits domestic employment in German firms more strongly. Since the IVs rely on time variation, including both OECD and non-OECD imports in the regressions (columns 5 and 6) reduces the sample size substantially and results in only marginally strong IVs. The point estimates in these regressions are positive but imprecisely estimated and only significant for offshoring to non-OECD countries in the larger sample. Overall, the results of panel C suggest that service offshoring to low-income countries, though less prevalent among German firms, entails stronger positive employment effects than offshoring to OECD countries. This finding seems to indicate a higher complementarity between German firms' domestic workforce and their imports from low-income countries as opposed to high-income countries. It is in line with the expectation that relatively low skill-intensive commercial services imported from non-OECD countries are more likely to complement high-skilled employment in German firms. These conclusions contrast with those obtained for offshoring of manufactured inputs by US MNEs in Harrison and McMillan (2011) and Ebenstein et al. (2014) , who find that offshoring to high-income countries complements, while offshoring to low-income countries substitutes for domestic employment in US MNEs. The evidence for service offshoring in Germany suggests a reversed pattern and generally more favorable employment effects.
To what extent is service offshoring conducted via intra-firm service trade within multinational firms' boundaries or through international outsourcing? The MiDi data, covering all German inward and outward FDI (above a low reporting threshold), can be exploited to provide a tentative answer to this question. These data also serve to relate the findings in this paper to the literature that has exclusively focused on the foreign activities of MNEs for measuring offshoring. To approach this question, I apply two definitions of intrafirm service offshoring. First, I classify firms' service imports in all countries and service types in which (1) with ln employment as the dependent variable. All regressions control for the basic set of lagged firm control variables and fixed effects by firm and by industry-year. The even columns further account for the additional firm-level control variables from column 4 of Table 4 . In panel A, columns 1-2 restrict the sample to non-service sectors (NACE codes <45), columns 3-4 restrict it to the service sector (NACE codes 45), and columns 5-6 consider only narrow offshoring of services corresponding to the firm's own industry. In panel B, columns 1-2 restrict the sample to firms with an increasing import share, columns 3 and 4 restrict it to firms with a decreasing import share, and columns 5-6 consider the import share as an explanatory variable. Panel C distinguishes service offshoring to OECD and non-OECD countries. In panel D, columns 1-2 consider intra-firm service offshoring defined as imports from a country-service type combination where the firm has a foreign affiliate or parent, columns 3-4 consider intra-firm service offshoring more broadly defined as imports from a country where the firm has a foreign affiliate or parent, and columns 5-6 examine the number of country-service type combinations as an explanatory variable. Standard errors reported in parentheses are robust to heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation within firms. Asterisks indicate significance levels: * p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. Source: RDSC of the Deutsche Bundesbank, SITS, MiDi, and USTAN, 2001-2013, own calculations. they also have a foreign affiliate or parent (according to MiDi) as intra-firm service offshoring. Second, I
drop the service type requirement and include in the definition all service imports from a country where the firm reports any foreign investment link, to allow for the possibility that a related party active in a different industry also provides services. Both definitions overstate the amount of actual intra-firm offshoring. The second definition furthermore provides an upper bound for the relevance of this phenomenon, since the existence of a related party in the source country of service imports is a necessary condition for intra-firm trade. Based on these considerations, the data allow for the conclusion that intra-firm service offshoring is of limited relevance, as only 1,076 firms in the full estimation sample satisfy this necessary condition and may potentially engage in intra-firm service offshoring.
Panel D of Table 7 reports 2SLS estimates of regressions including the two alternative definitions of intra-firm service offshoring (instrumented by ln IV ) in equation (1). Whether restricting the definition to countries and service types in which related parties are present (columns 1 and 2) or more broadly to FDI partner countries (columns 3 and 4), the employment effects are estimated to be positive, and significantly so in the larger sample. The estimates in the smaller sample with additional control variables are based on only 205 firms and imprecise due to a rather weak IV. Overall, this analysis suggests that intra-firm service offshoring plays a negligible role in Germany, where services are typically imported at arm's length. 28 Hence, datasets restricted only to MNEs do not seem suitable for investigating service offshoring, as they are likely to miss the bulk of relevant activity. Irrespective of the organizational mode, increases in service offshoring tend to have positive effects on domestic firm employment.
Finally, the last two columns in panel D reexamine a measure of the extensive margin of service offshoring to estimate the effect of adding another service type from the same country to the offshoring portfolio. At this level of disaggregation, the number of country-service type combinations in which the firm conducts offshoring can be instrumented by an IV similar to the main instrument from equation (4). The IV is the world export supply by partner country c and year t, weighted by the firm's pre-sample import shares.
Compared to the main instrument, this approach ignores the variation across service types, so it is valid only under somewhat more restrictive assumptions, but it allows for investigating one dimension of the extensive margin of service offshoring by the same means as the intensive margin. The 2SLS estimates confirm the positive employment effects also for this measure of service offshoring, and they are also larger than the corresponding FE estimates.
Sample selection
Two margins of selection are relevant for the main analysis of the employment effects at the intensive margin of service trade. First, since information on employment (and other covariates) is only available for the firms reporting to MiDi or USTAN, there may be sample selection into these databases. Second, firms select into the service offshoring activity, as discussed in detail in Section 4. To the extent that these margins of selection are non-random and their determinants are correlated with the error term " i,t in equation (1), they may bias the estimates of in the previous analysis at the intensive margin. Therefore, both of these selection issues are addressed in turn.
To correct for possible sample selection bias in the panel, I follow the method proposed by Wooldridge (2010) . 29 It involves estimating probit selection equations à la Heckman (1979) year by year and includ- 28 Note that all the results in this study are restricted to services delivered via cross-border trade or movement of natural persons in the sense of GATS modes 1, 2, and 4. Service imports via commercial presence (GATS mode 3) are not captured, as they involve domestic transactions between the foreign affiliate and a service provider within the foreign country.
29 See also Harrison and McMillan (2011) for an application in the offshoring context.
ing the inverse Mills ratios IM R i,t predicted by these equations, interacted with year dummies t , in the following first-differenced (FD) version of equation (1):
In this equation, denotes the FD operator (so Y ⌘ Y i,t Y i,t 1 for any variable Y ) that takes care of firm-specific effects, , , and ⇢ denote the parameters to be estimated, j,t are industry-year fixed effects, and ⌫ i,t is the error term. The model is estimated by 2SLS, instrumenting for ln service imports i,t by ln IV i,t , and standard errors are bootstrapped (based on 200 replications) to account for the generated regressors IM R i,t , of which there are two sets. First, to correct for selection into the sample, the annual selection equations explain a dummy variable for whether the observation is included in the full estimation sample in column 1 of Table 4 . They include as explanatory variables a set of dummy variables indicating whether the firm was a service importer, service exporter, MNE, or FIE, and whether it reported to USTAN in the previous year, as well as industry fixed effects. These variables are pre-determined, well defined for all observations in the panel, and they are related to selection into the three underlying databases. The motivation for including these explanatory variables is that firms typically show high persistence in their trading status, FDI links, and reporting behavior, so these lagged variables can partly predict future appearance in the sample. The estimates are used to compute the first set of IMR terms.
Second, to correct for selection into the service offshoring activity, a service importer dummy is explained in annual cross-sections by the same variables M i,t 1 which have been identified as relevant predictors of the extensive margin of offshoring in Section 4. The predicted values are used to compute the second set of IMR terms. This twofold approach to correct for selection exploits the fact that the three underlying data sources are overlapping in terms of their firm coverage. Due to this feature of the data, different sets of firms are used to estimate the different first-stage equations for selection into the sample and selection into the service offshoring activity. In the absence of useful exclusion restrictions, the selection models are identified by assuming joint normality of the error terms in the selection equations and ⌫ i,t . (5) with ln employment as the dependent variable. All regressions control for the basic set of lagged firm control variables and fixed effects by firm and by industry-year. The even columns further account for the additional firm-level control variables from column 4 of Table 4 (in first differences). The first two columns report estimates of the simple FD model, columns 3-4 correct for selection into the estimation sample by adding interaction terms t ⇥ IM Ri,t, columns 5-6 analogously correct for selection into service offshoring status, and columns 7-8 correct for both selection margins. The 2 IMR statistic refers to a test for joint significance of the interaction terms t ⇥ IM Ri,t. Standard errors reported in parentheses are robust to heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation within firms in columns 1-2 and bootstrapped based on 200 replications in columns 3-8. Asterisks indicate significance levels: * p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. Source: RDSC of the Deutsche Bundesbank, SITS, MiDi, and USTAN, 2001-2013 , own calculations. Table 8 reports the results of estimating equation (5) for the two specifications with and without the additional firm-level control variables from column 4 of Table 4 . It starts in columns 1 and 2 by estimating the FD model in equation (5) without any IMR terms. The strength of the IV is confirmed and the estimated effect of service offshoring on employment is positive and highly significant in the FD model. However, the estimates of are smaller compared to the main FE estimates of . This result seems plausible provided that some of the employment gains from service offshoring take more than one year to materialize, and are hence not captured by the FD model. 30 In columns 3 and 4, the interaction terms t ⇥ IM R i,t for t = {2002, . . . , 2013} are added to the FD model in order to correct for selection into the dataset.
Columns 5 and 6 proceed analogously for selection into service offshoring, and columns 7 and 8 include all 24 interaction terms to correct for both margins of selection. The 2 statistics from tests of joint significance of the t ⇥ IM R i,t terms suggest that both selection margins are only marginally relevant for explaining changes in firm employment, and only few of the interaction terms are individually significant (not reported). The estimated employment effect of service offshoring is positive and significant in all of the regressions correcting for selection.
Dynamic labor demand
The analysis in this paper, as well as most of the existing international economics literature investigating the employment effects of offshoring, has so far abstracted from dynamic aspects of labor demand. 31 In practice, however, firm employment may depend on its past realizations due to adjustment costs (Hamermesh, 1993) , such as search costs, notice periods, and severance pay. To take these aspects into account, equation (1) is modified in this section to include lagged employment as an additional explanatory variable. Estimating such a dynamic model poses the well-known challenge that lagged employment is likely to be correlated with unobserved firm characteristics, which causes dynamic panel bias (Nickell, 1981) and calls for a generalized methods of moments (GMM) approach (Hansen, 1982) . This challenge is addressed below by applying the difference GMM estimator, which exploits longer lags of the endogenous variable along with lags of the exogenous regressors as instruments in the FD model. The difference GMM estimator was originally proposed by Holtz-Eakin et al. (1988) and is best known as the Arellano-Bond estimator, named after the contribution by Arellano and Bond (1991) . This estimator is well-established as a tool for consistently estimating dynamic labor demand equations, and its one-step version is implemented in this paper by the Stata command xtabond2 (Roodman, 2009) . Table 9 reports the results of estimating the dynamic panel data models. The first column starts by adding the lagged dependent variable to the standard specification of equation (1), including only the basic set of firm-level control variables, and estimating this model by 2SLS in the sample pooled over all years (treating the firm fixed effect as random). This naïve pooled 2SLS estimator is subject to the Nickell bias.
In particular, it is well-known that the coefficient of the lagged dependent variable in this model is biased upward. The estimates reported in the second column apply the within-transformation to the same model, resulting in the 2SLS-FE estimator (used in most of the previous analysis). Note that the estimates in column 2 are still biased since the lagged dependent variable is correlated with the error term also in the within-transformed model. In particular, the estimated coefficient of the lagged dependent variable can be expected to be biased downward. Hence, the two estimates 0.961 and 0.583 provide approximate upper and lower bounds to the true effect of lagged employment. 30 Note that the within-transformed (FE) model is preferred precisely because the IV has been designed to capture medium-tolong-term changes in service offshoring (see the discussion in Hummels et al., 2014) . 31 Two notable exceptions are Görg and Hanley (2005) and Lo Turco and Maggioni (2012). (1) with ln employment as the dependent variable, including the lagged dependent variable as an additional regressor. All regressions control for the basic set of lagged firm control variables and fixed effects by firm and by industry-year. Columns 4-5 further account for the additional firm-level control variables from column 4 of Table 4 . Column 1 uses the 2SLS estimator in the pooled sample and column 2 uses the 2SLS estimator in the within-transformed model. Columns 3-5 employ the one-step difference GMM estimator, using all available higher-order lags of the exogenous regressors and of the dependent variable as well as ln IV as instruments in the first-differenced model. Standard errors reported in parentheses are robust to heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation within firms. Asterisks indicate significance levels: * p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. Source: RDSC of the Deutsche Bundesbank, SITS, MiDi, and USTAN, 2001-2013, own calculations. Columns 3 and 4 of Table 9 report difference GMM estimates of the dynamic model, which use the second lag and all available higher-order lags of the dependent variable, all lags of the exogenous variables, as well as ln IV as instruments in the FD model. The regression in column 3 includes the basic set of control variables as before, while column 4 includes the additional firm-level control variables. Conditional on the validity of these instruments, the difference GMM approach yields consistent estimates of the parameters of interest. The resulting estimates for the employment effect of service offshoring are positive and highly significant in both specifications. Again, the point estimates are smaller than in the main analysis, as was the case for the FD estimates reported in Table 8 . The final column includes as an additional regressor the firm-level wage per employee ln wage, which is treated as endogenous and similarly instrumented by all available lags. Adding this regressor does not change the estimated effect of service offshoring and yields a plausible estimate for the wage elasticity well within the range typically found in the literature (see e.g. Lichter et al., 2015) . These exercises further validate the approach and ensure that the positive effects of service offshoring identified above cannot be explained by dynamic panel bias in labor demand or endogeneity in firm-level wages.
A number of standard plausibility checks support the validity of the difference GMM estimates. First, the estimated coefficient of lagged employment of 0.606 in column 3 lies in the plausible range identified by the corresponding pooled 2SLS and 2SLS-FE regressions. Second, in all the estimations reported in columns 3-5, the Arellano-Bond test for zero autocorrelation of order one (AR1) is rejected at the 1% significance level, whereas the test for zero autocorrelation of order two (AR2) cannot be rejected. Third, the Hansen J test (obtained from a consistent two-step estimate) is rejected at any conventional significance level for the regression reported in column 3, suggesting that the overidentifying restrictions are valid. However, it cannot be rejected for the estimations including additional control variables (columns 4 and 5). 32 Overall, these regression diagnostics suggest that the difference GMM approach seems suitable to estimate the dynamic model, which supports the main conclusions of the previous analysis. Table 10 explores the robustness of the estimated employment effects at the intensive margin of service offshoring to addressing various concerns that might challenge the exclusion restriction of the IV. As before, the estimates in this table are based on the main specification of equation (1) with and without additional firm control variables, corresponding to columns 1 and 4 of Table 4 .
Robustness checks
An important assumption underlying the IV approach is that the time variation in the export supply of partner countries to the rest of the world reflects supply-side shocks. In particular, the exclusion restriction requires that world export supply (WES) may not be correlated with demand shocks in German firms (conditional on the covariates). In general, this assumption seems plausible, since the estimation is implemented at the highly disaggregate level of individual firms, Germany itself is excluded from WES in the IV construction, and all specifications control for industry-year fixed effects absorbing industry-wide demand
shocks. There might, however, be a slight possibility that the assumption is violated through reverse causality if a very large German firm is a significant buyer of a particular service type in the world market, and thereby affects demand by other countries. To eliminate this possibility, the robustness checks summarized in columns 1 and 2 of panel A exclude from the sample all firms whose service imports make up more than 0.1% of the partner country's exports to the rest of the world in a given service type and year (according to Comtrade). The employment effects estimated in this sample are almost identical to the baseline estimates for both specifications, which ameliorates any concerns related to reverse causality. 33 Another possible threat to the exclusion restriction might lie in German demand shocks that are correlated with demand shocks in other countries, which affect the time variation in WES. If such shocks are not perfectly captured by industry-year fixed effects in the regressions, they might impair the validity of the IV. To mitigate this concern, an alternative variant of the IV is constructed by restricting the set of destination countries for partner countries' export supply in equation (4) to a few countries that are comparable to Germany but not subject to the same demand shocks. To be precise, the set of destination countries for the construction of this IV is restricted to eight non-neighboring, non-Eurozone countries with an average income level similar to Germany, following Dauth et al. (2014) . 34 Since not all partner countries export services to these eight countries in several years, using the alternative IV reduces the sample size. Nevertheless, the estimates reported in columns 3 and 4 of panel A are almost identical to the main estimation results.
The third set of robustness checks presented in Table 10 addresses an issue related to missing data for aggregate service trade flows. Unfortunately, the availability of service trade data lags behind the standard for goods trade (see e.g. Francois and Hoekman, 2010) . Due to imperfect coverage, aggregate service trade data in Comtrade are missing for some country-service type-year observations despite positive imports reported by German firms in SITS. Since the IV defined in equation (4) is constructed as a weighted sum of aggregate trade flows, this issue induces measurement error in the IV. To address this problem, an alternative 32 Note that "the validity of the overidentifying restrictions is neither sufficient nor necessary for the validity of the moment condition" (Parente and Silva, 2012, p. 314) , but should rather be viewed as a test for whether the instruments coherently identify the same parameters.
33 Similar conclusions are obtained when large firms are excluded by alternative criteria, e.g. firms that account for more than 0.01% of aggregate German service imports in a given year, or firms whose real turnover exceeds e 5 billion (in values of 2010). 34 The eight destination countries are: Australia, Canada, Japan, Norway, New Zealand, Sweden, Singapore, and the UK.
variant of the IV is constructed, which uses only data on the country-service type combinations for which aggregate trade data are available in all of the years 2001-2013. While this IV can explain only a smaller share of the time variation in firms' service offshoring, it does not vary due to missing aggregate data.
Columns 5 and 6 of panel A show that 2SLS regressions relying on the alternative IV yield even larger point estimates for the employment effect of service offshoring compared to the main analysis. (1) with ln employment as the dependent variable. All regressions control for the basic set of lagged firm control variables and fixed effects by firm and by industry-year. The even columns further account for the additional firm-level control variables from column 4 of Table 4 . In panel A, columns 1-2 restrict the sample by excluding large firms that account for more than 0.1% of a given country's service exports by service type and year, columns 3-4 use a variant of the IV based on eight industrialized destination countries, and columns 5-6 use a variant of the IV based only on the country-service type combinations for which aggregate service trade data is available in all of the years 2001-2013. In panel B, columns 1-4 consider instrumented service exports, and columns 5-6 include a full set of fixed effects for all combinations of industry, size group, and year. Standard errors reported in parentheses are robust to heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation within firms. Asterisks indicate significance levels: * p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. Source: RDSC of the Deutsche Bundesbank, SITS, MiDi, and USTAN, 2001-2013, own calculations. Panel B of Table 10 addresses the concern that service exporting activity, similar to offshoring, can also affect firm employment, and it may similarly be endogenous to employment. For this reason, the estimations of Hummels et al. (2014) include as an additional explanatory variable firms' goods exports, for which they construct instruments in analogy to the import side. I apply a similar approach to service trade in Germany by including the log of firm-level service exports in equation (1) and instrumenting this variable by the weighted world import demand by partner countries and service types, constructed in analogy to the IV in equation (4). As shown in columns 1 and 2 of panel B, the resulting point estimates for the effect of service imports are positive and greater than in the main specifications without service exports.
However, these estimates are very imprecisely estimated and not reliable, since the hypothesis of weak instruments cannot be rejected at standard critical values based on the Kleibergen-Paap F-statistics of 5-6.
The weak IV problem is caused by the need to estimate two first-stage regressions in combination with the implied, drastic reduction of the sample to firms which import and export services in several years. Hence, these estimates are unfortunately not informative for the true employment effects of service offshoring and exporting. However, given the point estimates for the employment elasticity in columns 1 and 2 and the small number of service importing firms that also export services, it seems unlikely that the bias that might arise from endogenous exporting behavior is of economic significance in the main estimations. In 2SLS regressions considering only service exports (columns 3 and 4), the exporting IV is strong and the estimates suggest that service exporting also increases domestic employment.
The final robustness check reported in Table 10 relates to the firm's initial importing structure, which is used to weight partner countries' WES in the IV. In general, this importing structure may vary systematically across different firms, for instance because larger firms have better access to more distant offshoring locations. Note that the weights in the IV are held constant based on the pre-sample importing structure to avoid any reverse causality issues. Furthermore, any time-invariant correlates of employment and the importing structure have been fully accounted for by the within-transformation (or first-differencing) throughout the analysis. However, if firms with a particularly favorable initial importing structure are also inherently more dynamic, this might threaten the validity of the IV. For instance, larger firms might be characterized by higher employment growth rates in general and might initially offshore services to countries that subsequently experience particularly positive export supply shocks. In this case, the higher employment growth of larger firms might in part be attributed to service offshoring through the IV, resulting in an upward bias of . To address these and related concerns, I control for a full set of time-varying fixed effects for all combinations of firms' industries and size groups, defined by categories of their real turnover in the pre-sample year. 35 These fixed effects do not only control for size-group-specific employment trends, but more generally allow the size-group specific effects to vary arbitrarily across industries and over time. The estimates reported in the last two columns of Table 10 , conditional on these fixed effects, confirm the positive and significant employment effects of service offshoring.
Concluding discussion
Fear of job losses in developed countries has spurred a public debate about service offshoring. The existing literature studying this phenomenon has found small positive correlations between employment and service offshoring, but establishing causality has remained a challenge due to endogeneity issues and the lack of detailed micro data. To address this challenge, the paper introduces a newly combined dataset covering almost the entire universe of German firms' service trade over the period from 2001 to 2013. Using this unique dataset, I conduct a comprehensive analysis of the causal effects of service offshoring (both at the extensive and at the intensive margin) on firm employment.
The analysis demonstrates that firms which started service offshoring did not decrease their domestic employment in the subsequent years compared to a matched control group. Instead, further increases in service offshoring have even contributed to increasing employment within German firms, as IV regressions reveal. These results provide strong support for the productivity effect of offshoring predicted by the canonical trade in tasks model. In line with this theory, service offshoring has also boosted output and productivity, and the employment gains are stronger in firms with higher initial offshoring values and higher productivity.
These findings indicate several promising avenues for future research. Since the analysis in this paper has concentrated explicitly on firm-level employment, it does not capture possible repercussions outside the firm in the domestic economy, e.g. through supplier substitution and spillover effects. Investigating the economy-wide impact of offshoring thus remains an important task. The robust positive employment effects of service offshoring found in this paper obviously contrast with the less favorable effects typically found 35 The eight categories are <2, 2 5, 5 10, 10 20, 20 50, 50 100, 100 500, and >500 million e in values of 2010.
for the offshoring of manufactured inputs in other studies (notably Hummels et al., 2014 , who use a very similar methodology). A deeper investigation into the fundamental differences between these two types of offshoring seems warranted.
What can we expect from service offshoring in the future? Estimates from the mid-2000s suggest that around 25% of all US jobs are potentially offshorable, including many service activities that used to be non-tradable (see Blinder, 2006 Blinder, , 2009 Blinder and Krueger, 2013) . It also seems reasonable to expect that the range of tradable services is going to expand further with technological progress. Therefore, the bulk of service offshoring may yet lie ahead. In light of the results found for the past decade in Germany, the average worker employed in a firm that considers expanding its service offshoring activities should have little reason to worry about these future changes.
A.2 Consistency checks for employment
A variety of checks are implemented to validate information on firm employment, the main outcome variable of interest in this paper. Note that reporting employment in USTAN is not mandatory, and this variable is not crucial for the main purposes for which both MiDi and USTAN data are collected. As a result, information on employment is missing for some firm-year observations in both datasets and the information provided may be subject to reporting errors. Therefore, the employment variable is carefully cross-validated in three ways. First, for firms reporting employment in both datasets, the numbers of employees can be compared.
These numbers are identical or deviate by less than 2 employees or 2% of employment in 64% of these firmyear observations, suggesting no major measurement problems for the majority of observations. For these firms, the employment information from USTAN is preferred to MiDi because USTAN is also the source of the balance sheet data used in the analysis. Second, for firms that report employment only in USTAN, I
exploit for validation the total wage bill, which is reported as part of the firm's profit and loss statement and carefully checked by central bank staff. Outliers with a real wage per employee below e 1,200 or above e 2.2 million in 2010 values (approximately the minimum and maximum values observed in the overlap of USTAN and MiDi) are excluded from the analysis. Third, for firms that report employment only in MiDi, information on the wage bill is unavailable, so I exploit data on real turnover to validate employment.
Potential outliers are excluded if the real turnover per employee is below e 1,000 or above e 10 million in 2010 values. A stricter plausibility requirement is applied for firms with a single employee, where the upper bound is set to e 5 million in 2010 values. For the analysis in the paper, information on turnover is generally taken from the same data source as information on employment.
A.3 Constructing physical capital stocks
It is well-known that deflated accounting capital stocks tend to underestimate firms' physical capital stocks because book values, measured at historical prices, differ from current market values and accounting depreciation is typically higher than real depreciation for tax reasons. To construct physical capital stocks, I
therefore implement the perpetual inventory method (PIM) as described by Bachmann and Bayer (2014) , who apply the PIM to earlier years of the USTAN data. 36 Since the procedure is described in detail in their Web Appendix, the exposition here is brief, highlighting the few differences from their approach.
The PIM is implemented separately for two types of capital goods: (i) buildings and structures and (ii) equipment and machinery. In the first step, nominal investment for each of these capital goods is inferred from changes in the accounting capital stock and accounting depreciation. The second, main step of the PIM starts from the the initial capital stock in the first year of a non-interrupted series of observed investments, deflated to the year 1999 by the investment price deflator. The physical capital stock in all subsequent years is computed by successively adding similarly deflated investments and subtracting real depreciation. 37 This procedure is useful to correct the capital stock in these subsequent years, but it does not affect the initial capital stock for each firm, which remains to be underestimated. Therefore, the initial capital stock is iteratively adjusted by a correction factor, which measures by how much the real capital stock constructed for later years exceeds the deflated accounting capital stock. As a minor deviation from Bachmann and Bayer (2014) , I use the median value of this correction factor by industry, which is less prone to outliers 36 I am grateful to Christian Bayer for providing valuable advice and code for implementing the PIM. 37 Data on the investment price indices and depreciation rates by type of capital good are obtained from the same time series as in Bachmann and Bayer (2014) , provided by the German Statistical Office. For the PIM and the subsequent estimation of production functions, each firm is assigned a constant 2-digit NACE industry code, corresponding to the industry code it reports most frequently in USTAN (and the latest one of these values in case of several modes).
than the mean. The procedure is iterated in each industry until either the median correction factor falls below 1.1 or the number of rounds reaches ten. In each round, the procedure corrects for outliers in terms of the correction factor, which may indicate unusual events at the level of the firm (such as a fire or an accident).
As a result, the physical capital stock is missing for these outliers, but the observations are nevertheless used in the regression analysis in the paper, as long as it does not rely on the capital stock. Note that even after implementing the PIM, the initial capital stock is imperfectly approximated. This concern is ameliorated by the fact that the PIM is implemented using USTAN data as far back as 1999, while the main analysis in the paper starts in 2002.
Finally, to obtain the total physical capital stock, the real stocks for both capital goods obtained from the PIM are aggregated and added to the net present value of rented capital. The latter is constructed as the reported value of rented capital divided by the average investment price deflator and a measure of the user cost of capital, defined as in Bachmann and Bayer (2014) .
A.4 Estimating total factor productivity
To obtain a measure of total factor productivity (TFP), Cobb-Douglas production functions are estimated by industry using the procedure suggested by Ackerberg et al. (2015) . The log-linear production functions specify real value added as a function of the firm's employment and the physical capital stock (constructed by the PIM described in Appendix A.3), while using real material inputs (also deflated by the industry-level producer price index) as a proxy variable. The estimations exploit the full available USTAN sample over the years 1999-2013, where each firm is assigned a single 2-digit industry, and a few small industries are grouped together to obtain a sufficient number of observations for each estimation.
At least since Olley and Pakes (1996) , it is well-known that estimation of such production functions suffers from bias due to the fact that the firm may base its input choice on the observed productivity, which is unobserved to the econometrician. To address this issue, a control function approach à la Olley and Pakes (1996) is implemented, which exploits material input purchases as a proxy for unobserved productivity, as suggested by Levinsohn and Petrin (2003) . This procedure assumes that material inputs are strictly increasing in productivity, and employment is treated as a freely adjustable input, while the physical capital stock enters as a state variable. Following the critique by Ackerberg et al. (2015) , no coefficient is identified in the first stage of this procedure, which regresses the log of value added on a third-order polynomial in the inputs (all in logs). Instead, the labor and capital coefficients are identified in the second stage GMM estimation by the appropriate moment conditions.
